
Order of Adjectives

Name: Date: __/__/20__

They wanted to see the ________________ dig.1. (little/fellow)little fellow

How many ardent passions, how _____________________ minds, how
many fortunate circumstances have contributed to make this beautiful place
what it is!

2.

(many/distinguished)

many distinguished

With a ___________ exceptions this brilliant nobility has fallen into utter
ruin.
3.

(few/rare)
few rare

He was frankly astonished at his ________________ resources.4.
(own/spiritual)

own spiritual

Like __________________ things in this world, its end is to be beautiful;
and, in proportion to its beauty, it receives permission to be otherwise
useless.

5.

(other/beautiful)

other beautiful

The boys have ________________ adventures, and the narratives of their
numerous escapes make up a series of wonderfully interesting stories.
6.

(exciting/many)

many exciting

She now ran in, holding up a pair of ______________ shoes.7.
(wooden/huge)

huge wooden

The outlying country probably possessed a _______________ population.8.
(large/native)

large native

It was not long, yet it seemed as if she shrank in terror from me, her
____________ father.
9.

(clear/own)own clear

Then my ____________ father also, he would not survive the separation,
and such a one, from me.
10.

(poor/dear)
poor dear

To see them squeezed the heart- ____________ misery could look like
that.
11.

(only/real)
only real

But that _____________ wall-I would sooner die!12. (horrid/old)horrid old
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The firing had almost entirely ceased, and the ____________ shots that
still rang out were drowned in the vast roar that rose from all parts of the town.
13.

(stray/few)

few stray

It was not the first time that she and I had met over the
________________ investigation.
14.

(same/delicate)same delicate

Unless he be one in a thousand he has certainly to pass through
___________________ troubles; and may, possibly, come to extreme grief
simply from ignorance of the proper proportions of things.

15.

(unnecessary/many)

many unnecessary

____________ veins alone broke the uniformity of its _____________
tones.
16.

(tiny/blue) (pure/white)
Tiny blue pure white

The result no doubt is largely due to __________________ action, that is,
to the weight of the ears, on the same principle that the skull of a human
infant is easily modified by pressure.

17.

(mere/mechanical)

mere mechanical

The _________________ establishment, if completed, would amount to
about five thousand men.
18.

(whole/military)
whole military

The game is found under _________________ forms.19. (many/different)many different

______________ changes were made in subsequent years.20.
(minor/other)

Other minor
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